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A study of substitutional nitrogen impurities in chemical vapor
deposited diamond
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The behavior of substitutional N impurities in chemical vapor deposited diamond is examined
theoretically in order to explain recent channeling experiments indicating a dominant onsite
incorporation of N. The calculations are based on a combination of density-functional methods at
various levels of approximation applied to supercell and cluster models. Neutral charge N impurities
in the presence of highly defective carbon regions, such as dangling bonds, strained bonds, and
partially developedp bonds are studied. We find a perfectly general argument concerning the
position of the substitutional N atom in relation to the position of the Fermi level,Ef : if Ef lies
above theA1 level associated with the onsite substitutional N atom, off-site motion in the^111&
direction is observed. Conversely, whenEf falls belowA1 , N doping charge is transferred to the
available deeper lying states. Suitable receptor states include surface dangling bonds, surface
reconstructionp bonds, and bulk defects states such as grain boundaries and vacancies. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!05509-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The role of N in diamond continues to be of interest
the materials’ scientist. Indeed, the failure ton-dope dia-
mond and a number of recent experimental results1–6 show-
ing that the single substitutional nitrogen in chemical vap
deposited~CVD! diamond behaves rather differently than
natural diamond, have intensified this interest.

In natural and synthetic diamond, a variety of N-relat
defects have been identified and classified.7 Foremost
amongst these is the single substitutional N defect, which
been associated with a deep state 1.7 eV from the conduc
band bottom and an electron-spin-resonance~ESR! signal at
g52.0024, labelledP1 . Various ab initio studies7,8 have
matched this to a neutral charge substitutional N sitting i
trigonally symmetric threefold coordinated arrangeme
having been mutually repelled from one of its carbon at
neighbors along their̂111& bonding axis.7,8 The repelled C
atom now has a dangling bond which pins the Fermi ene
deep in the gap, with an additional filled state just above
valence band top associated primarily with the lone pair
electrons on the N atom. The physical mechanism for
off-site motion is now well understood and is due to t
mutual repulsion of the lone pair of electrons on the N at
and ap-dangling bond on the neighboring C. A Jahn–Tel
effect was previously thought responsible, but various th
retical workers have shown the ground state of the on-sit
defect to be nondegenerate: of the three levels assoc
with the N atom, the singlets-like state,A1 lies lower in
energy than theT2 p-like doublet.7,9,10TheP1 defect is four-
fold degenerate: N can move in any of four equivalent^111&
directions, corresponding to breaking any one of the N
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bonds. Ammerlaan and Burgermeister11 have lifted this de-
generacy by applying uniaxial stress in a^111& direction. By
annealing and fitting the resultant rate of N reorientation t
simple decay rule, they estimate the energy barrier betw
N equivalent off-site positions to be 0.7 eV.Ab initio
calculations12 confirm this value, noting the saddle point
be the on-site N position.

Over the past decade, much work has been carried ou
investigating the effect of N on CVD diamond growth13 and
once incorporated, on how it affects the material’s def
profile. Extensive effort has been made to completely ch
acterize all defects found in N-doped CVD diamond.1–6,14

ESR measurements4 identify two signals, atg52.0024 and
2.0029, respectively, the former being attributed to theP1

center, as in natural diamond. The intensity of this line
strongly dependent on the N content, while theg-0029 signal
is present in all samples. For samples with N concentra
,15 ppm, theg-0024 signal occurs without having to illu
minate the sample, whereas forN.20 ppm, it is only seen
after illumination, with the increase in intensity equal to th
of the increase from theg52.0029 signal. This implies a
charge transfer from a filled and hence passivatedg
52.0029 level to an emptyg52.0024 state, rendering bot
ESR active. However, the percentage of N present thus a
vated constitutes only 1% of the total present in the mater
The signal atg52.0029, although attributable to C-relate
defects, increases in intensity proportionately with N inc
poration. Rohreret al.1 relate this to a vacancy defec
whereas Zhouet al.14 propose an H-vacancy complex. Zho
reasons that the four nearest neighbors to a C vacancy form
two weak reconstruction bonds. When an H atom migra
into this defect, it breaks one reconstruction bond, formin
long C–H bond and leaving one C with a singly occupi
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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dangling bond, therefore being ESR. Electrostatic repuls
prevents further H atoms from entering the complex. T
they have backed up by semiempirical AM1 andab initio
restricted open-shell Hartree–Fock~ROHF! cluster calcula-
tions. It is unclear, however, why the presence of N dur
growth promotes the formation of this defect. The obser
tion of the g-0029 level at any N concentration and the i
creased density upon illumination reflects that the Fermi
ergy is pinned at the related defect level, rendering
partially filled and providing a reservoir for further ESR a
tivation of g-0029 levels.

Constant-photocurrent methods~CPM!, which map ac-
curately bulk defect states, record two principal states a
ciated with N content: a level at 1.6 eV below the conduct
band, attributable to substitutional diamond and a level
eV above the valence band, which they identify with theg
52.0029 signal. In contrast, photothermal deflection sp
troscopy ~PDS! measurements, which detect spatially r
solved spectral states and are sensitive to absorption by
face states, detect a high concentration of active band
states on the surface or in grain boundaries,1 which they
identify to bep* in nature. These states lie in a broad ba
up to 2 eV below the conduction band bottom. Nebel15 sug-
gests that a Schottky barrier situation exists between s
surfacelike states and the bulk crystal, allowing the Fe
level in the crystallites to be different to that in the gra
boundary and surface regions. In this way, there is no c
tradiction in the fact that the Fermi level in bulk and gra
boundaries lies at different positions in the band gap.

In this article, we explain the fourfold coordinated natu
of N in CVD diamond. We draw on previous density fun
tional tight-binding~DF-TB! studies of N in diamond and
tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C),16 as well as modeling
theoretically the effect of N below reconstructed and p
tially passivated~100! and ~111! surfaces, in the neutra
charge state and the charged N defect in bulk. The sub
face configurations mimic the incorporation of N in CV
diamond in situations in which highly defective carbon r
gions with dangling bonds, strained bonds, or partially
velopedp bonds are present. Although these calculations
explain directly only the PDS results, we use Fermi le
arguments to show that the results can be applied to exp
the general behavior of N in CVD diamond. The article
arranged as follows, in Sec. II the theoretical tools used
this study are described, while Sec. III contains results
the ~111! and ~100! surfaces. Finally, Sec. IV comprises
discussion and a brief conclusion.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

The density functional tight-binding method~DF-TB!17

derives its name from its use of self-consistent density fu
tional calculations for pseudoatoms in order to constr
transferable tight-binding~TB! potentials for a nonself-
consistent solution of the Kohn–Sham equations for
many body case. It differs from conventional tight-bindin
techniques, in that there is a systematic way of deriving th
potentials, independent of the atom type involved. This
thus not a ‘‘parametrization’’ as is usually meant when o
talks about TB approaches. For an in depth description,
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reader is referred to Ref. 18. The method has been succ
fully applied to all-scale carbon systems, ranging from sm
clusters to buckminster fullerenes and the bulk phase,18 the
electronic and vibrational properties of~100! and ~111!
surfaces,19,20amorphous carbon systems of all densities,21 as
well as boron nitride22 and boron and nitrogen doping o
diamond and amorphous systems.16 We have also checked
selected results by using the all-electronab initio cluster pro-
gram developed by two of the co-workers~M.R.P. &
K.A.J.!.23

The 132 atom~111! supercell used in this investigatio
comprises 10 layers and 12 surface C atoms, whilst the
atom ~100! supercell is made up of 8 reconstructed surfa
bonds and 12 layers of carbon atoms. In both cases, the
gling bonds on the lower surface are terminated w
pseudohydrogen atoms. Unless otherwise stated, we
performed conjugate gradient relaxations, keeping
pseudohydrogen atoms and the lowest two layers of C at
fixed.

III. RESULTS

A. The „111… surface

We take the relaxed Pandey chain reconstructed c
~111! surface reported in earlier DF-TB studies,14 with C–C
surface chain bond lengths of 1.44 Å and slightly co
pressed bonds to subsurface atoms of length 1.52 Å. Ins
tion of the total electronic density of states~TDOS! shown in
Fig. 1~a! clearly reveals how the surface reconstructionp
bonding has introduced a fully occupiedp shoulder into the
bulk diamonds band edge, the highest occupied molecu
orbital ~HOMO! being indicated byE1 , and an empty set o
p* states into the lower half of the bulk diamonds –s*
band gap. Here the lowest unoccupied molecular orb
~LUMO! is represented byE2 . Relaxation of the supercel
with a substitutional nitrogen impurity in the fourth laye
below the surface produces a minimum energy structure
which the N atom sits on-site in a fourfold coordinated a
rangement with C–N bonds of lengths 1.54 and 1.50 (x3). A
Mulliken charge analysis shows the migration of an elect
from the N atom environment to the surface, where it
accommodated in an antibondingp* state. This surface stat
is delocalized along one of the Pandey chains, causin
lengthening of the chain bonds from 1.44 to 1.48 Å. T
electronic TDOS for the supercell in Fig. 1~a!, reveals the
Fermi energy (E4) to be pinned by this partially occupie
p* state just below midgap. The highest energy state oc
pied by the N atom is indicated byE3 in the diagram, and
can clearly be seen to lie somewhat lower in energy than
Ef . This is the same effect as that which we have reporte16

for N impurities in ta-C, where we see a transfer of charg
from the N environment to ap* state, resulting in the Ferm
energy being pinned by a strongly localized midgap sta
preventing any shallow doping.

In order to check that our configuration is in fact th
minimum energy one, we moved the N atom off site in va
ous directions up to a distance of 0.3 Å, with the result t
the N atom always returns to the above described posit
We have also repeated calculations at various alterna
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substitutional sites within the layer and also in other subs
face layers. We observe no deviation from the physics
scribed above: the N stays on-site, with this process st
lized by the transfer of charge to an antibonding surfa
state, resulting in Fermi level pinning.

For our investigation of the hydrogenated surface,
have chosen to use the (131) symmetry, as this was foun
previously to be lower in energy than the hydrogenated P
dey chain.24 We observe in Fig. 1~b! how the removal of the
C–C surfacep bonds via the formation of C–H bonds o
length 1.12 Å clears thes –s* band gap of surface state
Here the HOMO and LUMO are indicated byE1 and E2 ,
respectively. We recover for the case of substitutional s
surface N the results found in bulk diamond for the neu
defect: the N atom moves off-site, breaking one of its C
bonds and sitting threefold coordinated with three C
bonds of length 1.45 Å.Ef is pinned by a midgap partially
filled state localized on the neighboring threefold coor
nated carbon atom, with the highest energy state assoc
with N lying just above the valence band top@E4 and E3 ,
respectively, in Fig. 1~b!#.

In order to study the partially hydrogenated case,
remove a single H atom from the~111!: H surface. This

FIG. 1. Total density of states for~a! the unhydrogenated and~b! hydroge-
nated~111! surface structures, respectively: straight line with subsurface
dotted line without.E1 andE2 are the HOMO and LUMO for the surfac
without N, E3 , andE4 are the highest energy state associated with N
Ef , respectively. In both cases, the position of theEf is normalized to zero
energy.
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introduces a partially filled midgap dangling bond surfa
level and results in a spontaneous onsite motion of the
atom and the migration of one electron to this newly ava
able surface state.

B. The „100… surface

The cleanp bonded (231) chain ~100! surface found
by DF-TB and various existing theoretical22,25,26 and
experimental27 studies to be most stable is used in this stu
The surface carbon atoms have twos bonds to subsurface
carbon atoms of lengths 1.52 Å and one surfacep bond of
length 1.39 Å. As in the~111! surface case, this reconstru
tion leads to an occupiedp shoulder of states at the diamon
s band edge, the highest energy of which is indicated byE1 ,
and an unoccupiedp* band of states in the lower half of th
band gap, the lowest energy of which indicated byE2 , @see
Fig. 2~a!#. A subsurface substitutional nitrogen atom plac
four layers below the surface behaves identically to that
the ~111! case, remaining fourfold coordinated with bon
lengths 1.49, 1.49, 1.47, and 1.51 Å, returning to this
rangement even when moved off-site by hand by a dista
of 0.3 Å and subsequently rerelaxed. Mulliken charge stud

,

d

FIG. 2. Total density of states for~a! the unhydrogenated and~b! hydroge-
nated~100! surface structures, respectively: straight line with subsurface
dotted line without.E1 andE2 are the HOMO and LUMO for the surface
without N, E3 , andE4 are the highest energy state associated with N a
Ef , respectively. In both cases, the position of theEf is normalized to zero
energy.
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show that an electron migrates from the N impurity atom
the surface, where it sits in an antibondingp* state@E4 in
Fig. 2~a!# localized along one of the reconstruction chain
pinning the Fermi energy 0.72 eV above thep-valence band
top in the process. The C–C chain bonds lengthen from 1
to 1.41 Å as a result. Again the highest energy state ass
ated with the N atom lies well belowEf and is indicated by
E3 in Fig. 2~a!. As for the ~111! surface, the fourfold N
geometry is also stable for the partially hydrogenated~100!
surface, since the partially filled/empty gap states associ
with the surface are thence not fully removed and can ac
sinks for N ‘‘doping’’ charge. For the fully hydrogenate
surface, we recover exactly the same results as for the~111!
surface: hydrogenating the surface clears thes –s* band
gap of states. On placing a substitutional N atom four lay
below the surface the N atom moves to the threefold coo
nated position, withEf pinned deep in the gap@E4 in Fig.
2~b!# by an electron located on a C atom neighboring the N

C. Self-consistent field results

We demonstrate the authenticity of our DF-TB results
undertaking similar calculations using two different se
consistent field~SCF! ab initio cluster programs: the all elec
tron SCF method of Pederson and Jackson23 and the pseudo
potential codeAIMPRO of Jones and Briddon.28 A small
cluster was extracted from a large~100! supercell and the
bulk dangling bonds saturated with hydrogen atoms~Fig. 3!.
The uppermost six carbon atoms represent the~100! surface,
the outer two pairs of C atoms having H-terminating bon
whilst the inner two C atoms form a reconstructedp bond of
length 1.38 Å. Structural relaxation is undertaken with
AIMPRO and DF-TB. For the all electron method this wou
have been computationally prohibitive—we have inste
compared the energies of the fourfold coordinated on
structure and the threefold coordinated offsite structure~both
prerelaxed using DF-TB!. Our results are summarized i
Table I, where it can be seen that all methods agree tha

FIG. 3. The 88 atom cluster simulating the partially covered~100! H sur-
face. The top six carbon atoms represents the surface, the middle tw
which are not hydrogenated and arep bonded to each other.
,
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fourfold arrangement is energetically favored, with DF-T
and AIMPRO finding a spontaneous on-site relaxation of t
off-site N atom.

If the surfacep bond is broken by hydrogenating one
the carbon atoms~giving an 89 atom cluster!, we also re-
cover withinAIMPRO and DF-TB exactly the same physics
described above—an onsite stabilization of the N atom, w
the electron then moving to a surface lone pair site. Com
tational cost prevented us from repeating this calculat
with the all-electron method. The predicted gain is 1.1 a
1.4 eV withinAIMPRO and DF-TB respectively for the spon
taneous on-site motion of the N atom.

We thus have SCF agreement for the main phys
model underlying our results: whenp* surface states are
present at a surface, a subsurface N atom can stabili
fourfold coordinated site by transferring its’ doping char
into this state.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Theoretically we have studied the position of N atom
below diamond surfaces, showing that, although the off-
threefold coordinated N is more stable than a substitutio
on-site fourfold arrangement in the bulklike diamond~i.e.,
where thes –s* bulk band gap is clear of states!, in systems
where dangling bonds orp* antibonding states are prese
in the band gap, the fourfold coordinated on-site N arran
ment is stabilized by a charge transfer from the N enviro
ment to these deeper lying states. It is instructive to co
the discussion in terms of Fermi level arguments: in the n
tral charge state, the fourfold coordinated N is unstable w
respect to off center̂111& distortions due to an excess o
local charge. As a consequence, the HOMO, the singly
cupiedA1 level, is driven deep into the gap, the energy c
of distorting the stiff diamond lattice being off-set by a low
ering in the electrostatic energy. When the Fermi level
pinned by a state lower in the band gap than the~on-site! A1

state,A1 is empty, no local charge excess around the N i
purity exists, no off-site motion takes place and therefore
(charge11) N defect sits fourfold coordinated and on-sit
We have checked the behavior of the charge11 N defect
using a 216 atom supercell and find that the on-site N
indeed lower in energy, with the emptyA1 level lying 0.8 eV
from the conduction band bottom. Street29 has previously
used such arguments to explain the on-site position of ph
phorus in amorphous silicon.

of

TABLE I. Energetic ordering of the single N defect configurations for D
TB, all electron SCF, andAIMPRO in the case whereEf is pinned below the
N on-siteA1 level.

DF-TB All electron AIMPRO

On-site energy~eV! 0.0 0.0 0.0
Off-site energy~eV! 1.90 1.40 0.62

~unstable! ~unstable!
N–C onsite bond
length ~Å!

1.53 1.53 1.55

C–C unhydrogenated
surface dimer bond
length ~Å!

1.47 1.47 1.49
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We can understand the experimental work in the light
these findings. The initial absence of theP1 state~associated
with the off-site substitutional N! in ESR measurements fo
CVD bulk material, and its activation via a charge trans
from g52.0029 during illumination impliesEf to be pinned
below the NA1 level. Since theg52.0029 is seen withou
illumination, some of the associated states must be part
filled, hence the band gap is pinned within the broad band
g52.0029 states, lying'1 eV above the valence band to
At the surface or in grain boundaries,Ef is pinned byp* ,
which as we have seen in this article are also suitable s
for N doping charge. Thus in both cases, the N atom is p
sivated and sits on-site in the CVD diamond lattice. In
previous article describing N effects in tetrahedral am
phous carbon,16 we argued that the passivation of N defec
by localizedp* states was consistent with then- type nature
of the material, since the dominant carriers were still el
trons and the relevant conduction mechanism is now hopp
between thep* defect clusters. We predict this to be th
case in CVD diamond, with the hopping occurring betwe
p* grain boundary and/or surface states.

Our model suggests therefore that current CVD grow
techniques, which result in diamond with high densities
intrinsic defects, necessarily lead to N-doped samples wh
the g52.0024 state is not observed in ESR experiments
the absence of better CVD samples, we can only sugges
way of an experimental test of our hypothesis the connec
of the grown CVD sample to an ohmic cathodic contact. T
resultant supply of electrons will shift the Fermi level of th
sample towards the conduction band. According to
model, this will result in the motion of subsurface N atom
from four to threefold, whence theg52.0024 state should
start to be observed in an ESR experiment~provided the
nature of thep bonded regions does not change in this p
cess!.

To summarize, the difference in behavior of N in di
mond and CVD diamond can thus be regarded as being
to the presence in CVD diamond of a greater density
intrinsic defects, such as grain boundaries, dislocations,
vacancies, which pinEf deep in the gap, acting as sinks f
the excess N doping charge, enabling N to remain fourf
coordinated. Since the doping charge is now resident in d
lying, localized states, no doping is implied.
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